
What is Polymorphic Computing?

What are the Contributions of 
this Research?

●A new computer architecture that can be changed 
(“morphed”) instead of the software being changed, 
even during runtime!

●A new method for performing fine-grained 
parallelism

●A new dataflow instruction set that allows:
●Fine-grained parallelism in an algorithm to be exploited
●Combines operations, decisions, and routing in a single 
atomically executed unit

●Frees instructions from hardware dependencies
●Provides instruction independence that allows instructions 
to be mobile in a computer architecture

●A new processor microarchitectural construct called 
an operation cell that

●Holds a single instruction
●Holds the data associated with an instruction
●Detects WHEN an instruction should execute
● Initiates the execution of an instruction
●Forwards data to processor that executes instruction

Polymorphic Computing is the emerging 
field of dynamically arranging the 
underlying hardware computing 
architectural model in both time and space 
to match the computational demands of 
the moment.

In other words, polymorphic 
computing is  the emerging field of 
changing the hardware architecture 
around the software, even at runtime.

Why is Polymorphic
Computing Important?

Moore’s Law (the doubling of transistor 
density every two years) has driven 
exponential  computational increases for 
decades.   In turn, this increase in 
capability has driven an explosion of 
modern technology advances and 
innovations (big data in science, smart 
phones, high definition television, medical 
imaging, computer generated images in 
movies, and 3D games).

Moore’s Law is currently in very 
significant decline.  New computer 
architectural concepts are needed to 
extend the life of Moore’s Law, and in 
turn, continue the explosion of technology 
advances and innovations. 

A new memory/logic 
construct called an 
operation cell that wholly 
contains:
●An instruction
●The instruction’s data
●Execution/forwarding logic

Allows instructions to be individually migrated between processors 
unlocking a new path to fine-grained instruction execution parallelism.

Moving instructions between processors is the equivalent of changing the 
computer architecture.

Instructions can be moved at runtime making a computer architecture that 
can be dynamically changed!
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Potential Revolutionary Advancements

Step 1: Disentangle instructions from dependencies as-much-as possible 
so they can be independently moved.

How:  New dataflow instruction set where instructions have:
●No memory dependencies
●No register dependencies
●No dependencies on position in program

Two operations 
per instruction

Instruction execution flow chart

Step 2: Create processor architectural building blocks

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)

Operation Cell

Execution/forwarding 
logic determines to if the 
instruction should be 
executed in this 
processor or forwarded 
to another processor

Step 3: Create a processor core centered around operation cells 
and Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU)

Operation Cells drive computation events

Step 4:  Create a fabric of these processors cores
             (i.e. a polymorphic computer) 

Important Dataflow 
Instruction Set Properties:
●Execution order is driven by 
availability of data (not by 
position in a program)

● Instructions may execute in 
parallel with one another

Only the result of 
one operation is 
selected for 
output by the 
condition.

Instruction Layout

Designer selects: 
●Number of 
processors

●Network geometry 
(i.e. 2D, 3D, etc.)

A program’s 
instructions can 
be arbitrarily 
assigned/moved 
to any processor 
in the array!

Moving the 
instructions 
around is 
equivalent to 
changing the 
computer 
architecture!

How to Construct a Polymorphic Computer Architecture with Instruction Execution Location Mobility

Instruction PlacementExample of 6 instruction program placed in 4-core fabric

Processors are essentially Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs) that 
can execute in parallel

An instruction must be assigned to the same operation cell in 
each core  

●The collection of operation cells across all processors that service one 
instruction is called a “slice”

Exactly one operation cell in a slice is assigned to execute the 
instruction

Instructions in different processors may execute simultaneously if 
their data is available

Actual instruction placement is transparent to the program
●This allows program to be rearranged dynamically without affecting the 
program

●Entire array appears as a single processor to a program

All other operation cells in a slice forward any data they receive 
to the executable operation cell

Does It Work?
Yes!  Best found program placements in 12 
different simulated architectures using 
realistic communication time latencies.

Experiment (Architecture) rubric
●First two numbers in name represent the array 
geometry (i.e. 2x3 array)

●Last two numbers specify the core which is the I/O 
point for the inputs and outputs

Execution Tim in Clock Cycles  
●Smaller is better

Ideal Time
●Theoretical fastest execution time of program in 
that array size

●Measured in simulations assuming NO 
communication time latencies (i.e. non-real, “ideal” 
assumption) 

Single Core Time
●Execution time of program in a single core


